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Regulators across the globe require banks to adhere to Basle capital adequacy
norms. The purpose of these capital adequacy regulations is to limit the probability
that adverse outcomes for a bank would exceed its capacity to bear Iosses. While the
purpose of such regulation catrnot be questioned, regulators often ignore the fact that
the business of Islamic banking is differEnt from conyentional banking in many ways.
Islamic banks, like their conventional counterparts, are subject to many forms of risk,
which may broadly be classified into credit risk and market risk. The formsr relales to
the probability of defaults by a counterparty in a iSnancial cont*act in its obligations,
while the laner arises out of possible advease movements in market prices of
commodities, stocks, bonds, currencies, and derivatives. These risk factors, however,
vary in their magnitude and importance for Istamic banks as compared to the
convenlional ones. According to some experts, Islamic banks may also be exposed to
some udque risk factors, such as, fiduciary risk and displaced commercial risk. As far
as the process of asset risk absorption is concem€4 the focus of the Basle norms is on
capital, since capital alone provides a buffer or cushion for absorbing potential losses

inherent in the conveational bank's conduct of its normal business. For an Islamic
bank, it is not capital alone that absorts risk. The present paper seeks to highlight
these unique features Islamic banking and examine the relevance of lhe Basle capital
adequacy norms in the light ofthese.

The Capital Adequaqt Norms

The capital adequacy norms have evolved over time. The norms as outlined by
the Basle Capital Accord 1988, focus entirely on credit risk and quatity of assets. Wilh
a rapid expansion in trading activities by baDks dl over the globe ir stocks,
bonds, currencies, commodities, and derivatives marLets, however, market risk has

assumed significance and the regulators have responded to the changing scenario with
modifications to the original accord in 1996. Further modifications are also being
contemplated in the light ofnew developmentsr.



The norms assign each asset owned by a bank to one of four risk categories.
Each risk category is assigned a "risk weight," which is used to multiply the amounts
in each risk category to determine the amount of capital required by the bank.
Category I (zero percent) includes risk-free assets, such as, cash (domestic and
foreign) held in the bank or in transit, balances due from central banks. claims on or
that are unconditionally guaranteed ty centml govemments, and net assets in the form
ofgold. Category 2 (twenty percent) includes very low-risk assets, such as, cash items
in the process of collection, claims on or that are guaranteed by local governments or
govemment-sponsored agencies etc. Category 3 (fifty percent) includes riskier assets,

such as, revenue bonds or similar claims that arc obligations of state or local
govemments but for which the govemment entity is committed to repay the debt only
out of revenues Ilom the facilities financed, credit equivalent amounts of interest rate
and foreign exchange rate related contracts, except for those assigned to a lower risk
category. Category 4 (hundred perc€nt) includes assets in the highest risk category,
such as, all other claims on private parties, all fixed asscts including prernises, plant,
and equipment, investncnts in unconsolidated subsidiaries, joint ventures, or
associated companies-ifnot deducted Aom capital, and the like.'

The norms also explicitly take into account off-balance sheet exposuras of a
bank in the assessment of capital adequacy. Off-balance sheet items represent
contingent assets (or liabilities) that the accounting profession does not require to be
entered on the face of a bank's financial statements because of the uncertain natue of
the contingorcies thal determine whether these iterns become due and payable (i.e.,
move onto the balance shee0. Most accountants do require that, as contingent items,

they be disclosed in footnotes to the financial statements. Some typical off-balance
sheet kansactions are letters of credit, sale and repuchase agreements, forward
agreements, futues, swaps etc. The face amount of the off-balance sheet item is taken

into the risk-based capital ratio by multiplying it by a'crcdit conversion factol. The

rcsultant 'credit equivalent amount' is assigned to the appropriate risk category
(according to the identity of the obligor or guarantor).

Capital is divided into "Tier 1," or "core" capitat (consisting of retaircd
eamings, common stock, and non-cumulative perpetual prefened stock and minority
interests m equity accormts of consolidated subsidiaries, minus "goodwill") and "Tier
7" capit^l (various forms of "supplernentary" capital, such as, hybrid instruments,

equity contact notes, intermediate term prefered stock, subordinated debt, allowances

for loans and leases). The total oftier 2 capital cannot exceed hundred percent of tier 1

capital for the purpose of assessment of capital adequacy. There are also firrther limits
on specific individual items.

The above provides a brief sketch of the norms contained in the Basle Capital
Accord of 1988. As is evident, the focus of these norms is on credit risk and the



quality ofassets. Subsequent amendments to the above have b€en suggested primarily
to take into account market risk.l Market risk is the risk of losses in on- and off-
balance sheel positions arising fiom movements in market prices. The various forms
of market risk are: interest rate position risk, equity position risk, foreign exchange
risk, and commodities risk. Under the modified tamewodq credit risk capital
requirements apply to non-trading on-balance sheet assets and off-balance she€t assets
(such as, guarantees, letters of credit, and derivatives). Mad<et risk capital
requirements additionally eply to instruments in the trading book - for interesl rate
position risk and equity position risk; and to all rclevant assets for currency risk and
commodities risk.

ln measuring their ma*et risks, institutions may choose befireen two broad
alternatives: the standardized method or use of intemal models. There is also the
possibility of using a combination of the two. Institutions having significant and
substantial t'ading operations are encouraged to use internal models approach,

In the standardized method, the capital charye for each risk category is
determined s€parately. Within the interest rate anO eluity position risk categories,
separate capital charges for specific risk and the general market risk arising from debt
and equity positions are calculated. While the former is defined as the risk of loss

caused by an adverse price movement ofa security due principally to factors relaled to
the issuer, the latter is defined as the risk of loss rising from adverse changes in
aggregate market prices. For commodities and foreign exchange, there is only a

general market risk capital requiranent.

Alt€rnatively, banks may use irtemd models to measure risk. The internal
models approach essentially involves computation of 'Value-at-risK'(VAR) whereby
the maximum loss a portfolio is likely to experience in a given time interval is
quantified to a certain level ofprobability. A 2 percent VAR of$5 million implies that
a loss exceeding $5 million is €xpected to oc€ur one period out of fifty, at most.

lnstitutions will have flexibility in devising the precise nature of their models subject

to certain minimum standards for the purpose of calculating their capital charge. One,

the VAR should be computed on a daily basis. Two, in calculating the VAR a 99th
percentile, one-Iailed confidence interval is to be used. This means the maximum loss

would be quantified to I percent probability. Each institution must meet, on a daily
basis, a capital requirement expressed as the higher of (l) the previous day's value-at-

risk number measured according to the parameters sp€cified and (2) an average of the

daily value-at-risk measures on each ofthe preceding 60 business days, converted to a
ten-day VAR (by first muttiplying a factor - square root often or 3.lG for converting
a daily VAR to ten-day VAR) and then muhiplied by 3.
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No particular type ofmodel is prescribed. So long as each model used captures
all the material risks run by the institutioq as set out in the guidelines, institutions are
free to use models based on variance-covariance matrices, historicat simulations, or
Monte Carlo simulations. Institutions have discretion to recognize empirical
correlation within broad risk categories (e.9., interest rates, exchange rates, equity
prices and commodity prices, including related opdons volatility in each risk factor
category). The only requirement is that the rcgulator is satisfieda that the institution's
system for measuring correlation is sound and implemented with integrity. lnstitutions
using models are subject to a separate capital charge to cover the specific risk of
interest rate related instruments and equity securities to the extent that this risk is not
incorporatcd into their models.

As in case of credit rislq the capital requirements for market risk apply on a
consolidated basis. Financial entities in a group which is rururing a global consolidated
book and whose capital is being assessed on a global basis arc pennitted to report
short and long positions in exactly the same instrument (e.g., currencies, commodities,
equities or bonds), on a net basis, except when there are obstacles to the quick
repatriation ofprofits from a foreign subsidiary or where there are legal and procedural

diflculties in carrying out the timely managernent ofrisks on a consolidated basis.

The criteria for tier 1 and tier 2 capital arc already discussed above. Capital that
can be used to satisry the market risk requirements is: (i) tifi I and 2 capital to the

extent that it is not beirg used to satisry the credit risk capital requirement; and (ii) tier
3 capital. Tier 3 capital is subordinated debt with a minimum originat maturity of two
years. Other conditions are that it should be possible to defer the payment of either
interest or principal (even at maturity) if such payment would cause the institution to
fall below its minimum capital rcquirernent and that the debt is not redeemable before

maturity without prior approval by lhe regulators. The total oftier 2 and tier 3 capital
used to meet the markel risk capital requircrnents must not exced 2NYo of the tier I
capital used to meet those requirements and the total of tier 2 and tier 3 capital camot
normally exceed 100% of the institution's tier I capital. Each institution will be

expected to monitor and report the level of risk against which a capital requirement is

to be applied. The institution's overall minimum capital requirement will be: (a) the

credit risk requirements, excluding debt and equity securities in the trading book and

all positions in commodities, but including the credit counterparty risk on all over-the-

counter derivatives whether in the trading or non-trading booki plus (b) either the sum

ofthe capital charges for market risks as determined using the sandardized approach;

or (c) lhe measure of market risk derived from the models approach; or (d) a mixture

of (b) and (c) summed arithmetically.
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Risk Factors for Islamic Bsnks & Capital Requirement Noms

The business of Islamic banking is different. The assets of Islamic financial
institutions are distinct from those of their conventional c.unterparts. As per the
definitions of the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financiat
Institutions (A..AOIFI), these are generally in the form of: cash and cash equiyalents;
receivables relating to murabqhq, salam, and. isr,.'zc; investrnents in securities;
mudaraba investme s; mwhqraka (participation and joint ventures) inyestments;
investments in other entities; inventories (including goods purchased for murabqha
customers prior to consummation of zrrabaha aglff.[,efi); invesunents in rcal estate;
assets acquircd for ijara; fixd, and other assets.' Whar is the degree of credit and
ma*et risk involved in these assets and what are the corresponding capital
requirem€nts?

The general rule is to distinguish between on-balance sheet assets held outside
and in the trading book. The on-balanpe sheet.assets held outside the trading book are
subject to credit risk requirernents as highlighted earlier. For instance, medium to long
term equity participations, joint ventues in the form of musharaka and modaraba
should inyite hundred percent weightage.6 The oq-balance sheet assets, held iu the
trading book are subject only to the market risk capital requirements. Hence, when the
Islamic bank is engaged in equity trading or equity portfolio management operations
which is at times under a modaraba operation, such assets should be subject to ma*et
risk capital requirements. This should apply to tnding and portfolio management in
commodities and real estate too. However, on-balance sheet assets held outside the
hading book and denominated in a foreign currency are subject to both the market risk
(i.e., foreign exchange) and credit risk capital requirements.

Islamic banks aim to substitute trading and real investments in projects for
interest-based transactions. Unlike conyentional banks, Islamic banks are not supposed
to include interest-based debt transactions. For Islamic banks with predominantly
trade-based murqbqha operations, market risk exposue may be quite significant.
Similarly Islamic banks with significant investments in bai-bithman-ajil, ijara atltJ

0ara-wa-il<1ina, credit risk assumes greal significance. And Islamic banks with
inlemationl operations have foreign currency risk exposure. Institutions conducting a

limited amount of business in the various markets are supposed use the simplified and

standadized methods while institutions with signifrcant exposure in various markets
arc supposed to adopt an intemal model system that conforms to several criteria.
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Credit Ris*

As per the Basle norms, cash and cash equivalents be placed in the zero risk
category. Islamic banks also have off-balance sheet positions in letters of credit,
gusrete€s rcquidng a similar treatm€ as in case ofconventional banks.

Rcceivables from murabaha, lara, ijara-wo-iHitra, bai-bithnanajil, etc.
would bc assigned to one of tbe lalt€r thr€e categories depending upon the identity of
the obligor or the guarantor. Prcsently, almost all the operations of Islamic banks is
confined to private sector and hence, the above assets invite hundred per cent risk
weight. There are several points to be noted with respect to credit risk for Islamic
banks vis-a-vis the conventional banks. One, it is d dmes argued that the nDa-bascd
transactions of coventional banks have a built-in mechanism to penalize defaults and
delays in payments. Islamic banks cannot incrsse the nominal value ofdebt in case of
defaults and hence, arc likely ro wihess gtater incidence of defaults. It may be noted
here that there are maty Shariah-qprovd ways of minimizing the risk of default. For
example, "in Islamic law, it is permissible to hold responsible a financially capable
debtor , who delays payment of the debt without any genuine reason, and to
compensate the lender for any loss resulling Aom late payment....the amount of this
compensation will be decided according to the loss incurred by the lender in the
normal profit that he could have eamed if he had invested this amount in a project
dudng the period of the delayed payment.'J The fact that these penalties must bejust
and ethical and only to serve as eflective deteEents against deliberate delays does not
imply greater crcdit risk exposure for Islamic banks. Two, as p€r the Basle norms,

equity participations, joint vantures in the form of musharaka ar:,d modaraba woold
be placed in hundred percent risk category. A1l investnents in fixed assets would also

be in the hundred percent risk category. While for conventional banks, these do not
constitute imponant assets, the same is not tnre for Islamic banks. For such

investments in the real projects, a focus on credit risk is perhaps grossly misplaced.

Risk b'ilh De vatiees

Unlike their conventional counterparts, Islamic banks do not deal in derivative
contracts such as, options, futures, swaps, and their other exotic variants in a

significant way - either for rading or for hedging purposes. Stcrial Boards of a

aujo.ity of Ial"ai" banks consider these instnments as unlslamic on several grounds.t

While a discussion of the Shaioh-related issues is beyond the scope of this paper, the

fact remains that the extent of use of such instruments by Islamic financial institutions
is grossty insignificant. While for conventional banks, the derivative instsuments held

in their trading book are subject to both the market risk and the credit risk capital
requirements (since they face the risk ofloss due to market fluctuations in the value of
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the underlying instrument as also due to failure of the counterparty to the derivative
contract), Islamic banks would be largely free from such capital requirements.

Intercst Rate Risk

The interest rate exposure of conventional banks includes exposures arising
from interest-bearing and discounted financial instruments, derivatives based on the
movement of interest rates and interest rate exposures embedded in derivatives based
on non-interest related derivatives including foreign exchange forward contracts.
While conventional banks are required a capital charge calculated either using the
standardized approach or intemal model approaclL Islamic banks are largely immune
to this risk factor. An Islamic bank would however, be exposed to interest rate risk to
the extenl the bank resorts to debt sales in the secondary martet at a price different
from the nominal value of the debte and the martet continues to use interest rates

directly or indirectly in invesfiient and financing decisions, as in case of floating-rate,, to
uara.

Equity Price Risk

As mentioned above, equity irside the trading bcok of an Islamic bank is

subject to market risk. A large number of Islamic banks have investments in equity -
both as long term participations and joint venture ,zwharakas and also in the form of
e4uity modaraba funds. The latter are exposed martet risk due to price volatility.
Ma*et risk has two components - specific risk and general risk. The specific risk
requirements recognize that individual equities are subject to issuer risk and liquidity
risk, and that these risks may be reduced by portfolio diversification.

For example, according to the standardized eproach, the measwement of
specific risk capital requirements is calculated on the basis of the institution's gross

equity positions. The gross position is the sum ofthe absolute value ofall short equity
positions and all long e4uity positions calculated at the current market value. The

specific risk capital requirement is 8% of this sum- However, if the portfolio is both

liquid and well-diversifiedrr the specific risk capital rcquirement may be 47o of the

gross equity position. To calculate g€nffal market risk long and short positions in
equity instruments are offset to arrive at a net position. Instruments are valued at

current market and a net position is s€parately calculated for each country in which the

institution holds equity instruments. The capital requirem€nt for general market risk is
87o ofeach net Position.
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It is generally felt that eAtity modarabas ofmany Islamic institutions comprise
stocks with low levels of liquidity. Many of the Muslim countries do not have
developed secondary equity markets. While there is some truth in this assertion, an
analysis of various eqtity modarabas reveal that many of these have been floated in
developed markets as well.r2 Another point to be noted in this coDnection is that
speculation is, in general, frowned upon by Shariah Boards of Islamic banks. Islmic
banks are generally expected to have longq holding periods and refrain from
excessive speculation in equity mark€ts and thus, be insulated from the risk-enhancing
properties of excessive speculation.

Cunency Risk

Trading of currencies wherever undertsken by an Islamic bank is on a spot
basis. Currency transactions on a deferred basis i6 not permissible according to an
overwhelming majority of .t anal scholars. Hence, fluctuations in curency rates do
not constitute an element of markel risk for such fading. However, on-balance sheet

assets held outside the trading book and denominated in a foreign currency are subject
to such risk and hence ro capital requirements. These are also subject to credit risk
capital requirements.

For an Islamic bank, according the standardized approach, the capital
requtement for foreign exchange risk would requte computation of the exposure in
each individual currency. The net open position for each individual currency (and

gold) would be calculated by summing (l) the net spot position (i.e., all asset items
less all liability items, including accrued income, such as, relating lo ijara and bai-
bithman-ajil and accrued expenses, denominated in the currency in question); (2)
guarantees (and similar instruments) that are certain to be called and are likely to be

irrecoverable; and (3) any other item representing a profit or loss in foreign currencies.

Structural positions, such as, any position arising ftom an instrument which qualifies
to be included in an institution's capital base; or any position entered into in relation to
the net investment ofa capital nature in subsidiaries are exemPt fiom the calculation of
net open curency posirions (subject to certain conditions). The nominal amounl ofthe
net open position in each foreign currency (and gold) is then converted at sPot rates

into the reporting currency. The capital charge is 8% of the overall net open position

calculated as the sum oi the greater of the sum ofthe net open short positions or the

sum ofthe net open long positions (absolute values); and the n€t open position in gold,

either long or short, regardless ofsign.ll
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Commodity Price Risk

A large number of Islamic banks trade in commodities. The norms provide
minimum capital requirement to cover the market risk ofholding or taking positions in
commodities including precious metals but excluding gold (gold is treated as a foreign
currency). Undpr the simplified standardized methoq each long and short commodity
position is expressed in terms of the standard ruit of measurement (such as barrels,
kilos, or grams). The open positions in each category of commodities ae then
converted at curent spot rates into the reporting currency, with long and short
positions offset to arrive at the net open position in each commodity separately. The
base capital requirement is 15% of the net open position, long or shor! in each
commodity. An additional capital charge of 3olo on gross positions is required to
protect against basis risk, interest rate risk, and forward gap risk. While forward gap
and interest rate risk arise out of the exposure to changes in forward prices arising
ftom maturity mismatches; basis risk arises out of exposure to changes in the price
relationships between two similar, but not identical, commodities. Of &ese, only basis
risk is relevant for Islamic bank and hencc, a lowei capital charge is called for.

Islamic banks having sigrifiganl trading op€r{tions and haying a robust risk
management systems may also use the internal models approach for computing their
capital requirements, as discussed earlier (subject to meeting the criteria prescribed by
the r€gulator and its permission). What follows from the discussion in this section, is
that the risk factoN confronting an Islamic bank are quite different in nature and
magnitude as compared to their conventional counterpafis. While there is general

agreement on this, difference of opinion exists regarding whether, risk profile for the

former is higher or lower than that of the latter. According to Ardrew Beikas (1997)

ofCapital Intelligence, Cypru.s, the risk-profile for an Islamic bank is higher than that

ofa conventional interestbased baDk for the following reasons:

l. As most ofthe iDvestnens ofall Islamic bank are on a profit-and-loss basis,

its risk ofvariation ofrale of dtimate rcturn to thc ba[k in its investsnents is greater; 2.

There is geater liquidity risk since a large proportion of th€ assets of an Islamic bank

are in itliquid form; 3. Islamic banks arc exposed to foreign currency positions which
they are not able to hedge againsq 4. lslamic banks are more exposed to the risk of
changes in govemmenl fiscal aDd monetary policies than the convsntional banks as

they participate in profit-aod-loss of the business enterprises. I 4

Islamic banks, by definition, are not supposed to be seeking risk-free retums,
or riba etthel. thrcugh straight-forward inter€st-based transactions, or indirectly
through hedgurg or complete risk transfer. Risk-bearing is at the heart of Islamic
banking. At the same time, risk should not assume the proportions of ghorar or
uncertainty and Islamic banks are also supposed to keep away from speculating on
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price differences in the organized markets. Both objectives are diametrically opposite
to what conventional banks seek. The latter scek n-Da-based retums thrcugh risk-free
growth with debt financings while their participation in organized markets for
commodities, stocks, and currencies (with low liquidity risk as mmpared to
participation in'rcal projects characterized by high liquidity risk as well as other risk
factors) is largely governed by speculative motives. It is peftaps difficult to ascertain
whether the risk transfer (through hedging) or risk enhancing (thrcugh speculation)
properties of transactions in organized martets predominate. However, even if one
accepts the contention that Islanic banks are exposed to greater asset-related risk, this
does not automatically irnply that capital charges as per the norms should be higher for
thern. There are significant diffcrences in lhe matter of absorption of such risk factors
within the bank. We now turn to this in the following section.

Capital and Risk Absorption for Islamic Banks

Risk sharing and absorption by depositors is a unique feature of lslamic
banking. Such risk-sharing deposits, known as, inyestment accounts, constitute the
most significant point of difference between Islamic banks and their conventional
counterparts. While depositon in commercial banks are entitled to prcdetermined
income, and do not sharE in losses of the bank, holders of investrnent accounts do-

Funher, investnent accounts contribute in a significant way to the total investible
resources for Islamic banks. Hence, the treatment of such funds for assessment of
capital adequacy assunes great importance.

Total investible funds for an Islamic bank broadly comprise, owner's equity,
curent accounts (based on the principle of al-wadiyya), and investment accounts
(baf,ed ot al-modarara crncept). The latter may again be in the nature of unrestricted
and restricted modaraba depending on whether the bank is under any kind of
constmint as per the contract with the depositor regarding where and how to invest the

funds. While owner's equity does not require a freih definition. the other sources of
funds need to be defined and distinguished clearly for a proper appreciation of their
risk absorption characteristics.

Unrestricted investment accormts are unique to Islamic financial institutions.
The Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions
(AAOlFl) defines uruestricted investment accounts as "funds received by the Islamic
bank fiom individuals and others on the basis that the Islamic bank will have the right
to use and invest those funds without restrictions, including the Islamic bank's right to
commingle those invested funds with its own invesunent in exchange for
poportionale panicipation in profis and losses after the Islamic bank receives its

share of profit as z Mudaib." The bank can commingle the investrne[t account
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holder's flrnds with its own firnds or with other funds &e bank has the right to use
(such as, current accounts). These are valued at the amorint rernaining from the funds
originally received by the Islenic bank from the accounl holders plus (minus) their
share in the profits (losses) and decreased by withdrawals or transfers to other qDes of
accounts. Holders of unrestricted inveslment accormts and their equivalent receive
their share of profits according what is agreed in their contract with the Islamic bank
and bear their share ofloss based on the relative contribution oftheir invested funds.r5

Equity of uffestricted investment account holders and their equivalent is not
considered a liability, since the Islamic bank is not obligated in case of loss to retum
the original amount of firnds received from the account holders unless the loss is due
to negligence or breach of contract. Thus, these differ from the conv.entional deposits
which involve an obligation on the part of the bank to s€rvice them at a fixed or
floating rate, as the case may be' irrespective of whether the bank generates profits or
losses on its assets. Since an Islamic bank can pass on its losses to the holders of such
accounts, these should form part of the capital for the purpose of assessment of capital
adequacy (for possible absorption of losses on assets and investments).

With restricted investsne accounts, the d€positor imposes certain restrictions
as to where, how and for what purpose the flrnds are to be invested. Further, the
Islamic bank may be restricted fiom commingling its own funds with the restricted
investment account funds for purposes of investmenl. In addition, there may be other
restrictions that may be imposed on the bank as part ofthe contract, say, investment in
specific sectors or specific R?es of assets. The relationship between the bank and

holders of restricted investment accounts may be based ol a modaraba coIJ,lJaal ot an

agency contract. In the first case, the bank's compensatio4 as an investment manager,
takes the form ofa percentage ofinvestment profits. No comp€nsation would be due to
the bank as investment manager, in the case ofinvestment losses. However, the bank's
invested funds would bear its share of investment losses. tn the second case, the

bank's compensalion takes the forn of a fixed fee regardless of the investment
results.l6

The AAOIFI standards prefer to treat restricted invesunent accounts as off-
balance sheet iterns, since the Islamic bank does not have unconditional right to use or
dispose ofthese funds. Restricted investments are not considered as assets ofthe bank
(under the assumption that the underlying modqraba contract is non-participating).
Given this, the bank would not share in the losses which would be absorbed entirely
by the investment accounl holders. Hence, for capital adequacy purposes, the same

may be completely ignored. However, as pointed out above, if the bank contributes a

pan of the funds (restrictions penain to conditions regarding investment and

deploynent of funds), then it would bear its share of investment losses. Under such

circumstances, there would be no difference between unrestricted and restncted
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investment accounts fiom the point of view of absorption of potential losses- Both
should be trcated as part ofcapital.

Owner's equity would obviously form part oftier I capital. Ther€ are, however,
divergent views regading inclusion of inves[nent accounts in a specific category of
capital.

Should investrnent accounts be treated as tier I capital at par with owner's
equity ? The answer seems to be negative because of some differences between the
two. Equity of unresaicted investment account holders and thei equivalent is different
from ownership equity in the sense that the holders of these accounts and their
equivalent do not enjoy the same ownership rights, for example, voting rights and
entitlement to profits realized from investing ftrnds provided by current and other non-
investment accounts. Current accounts and other non-investment account are
guanmteed by owners' equity and not by the equity of investrn€nt account holders or
their cquivalent. Further, while owner's equity is perpetual capital, the latter normally
have a finite maturity period and also may contain a put option or a right for the
holders to exit even before th€ time of redemption. Unlike owner's equity, use of
investmenl accounts to finance assets may in fact, involve, an additional element of
risk called "fiduciary or management delinquency risk" If the bank management acts

in the breach of the investment contract, or is guilty of malfeasance or negligence in
the management of the investors' funds, then the bank will be liable in respect of
Iosses sustained on those funds.

Should investment accounts be treated as tier-2 capital? The answer seems to
be in the affirmative. I1 may be noted that Basle committee norms include
intermediate term preferred stock, subordinaled debt, and hybrid capital instrumens in
tier 2 capital. Investment accounts certainly involve much grEater degree of flexibility
for the banl in terms of servicing as compared to the above and the degrce of risk
sharing and absorption is higher in case ofthe former.

Critics ofthe above contention however, point out that the so-called flexibility
may be a myth in times of declining profits and cash flows, since the banks may be

forced to maintain stable retums in the face of intense compelitive pressures to retain
their deposits. This has been termed as "displaced commercial risk" according to

some experts. The fear of loss of market may lead to a distribution policy unrelated to
the profit generating ability ofthe bank. As Beikos (1997) notes,
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"Given the fact rhat Islamic bank opei-ate on a risk sharing basis. lhe need to
carry a level of capital equivalent to that required by banks which are rcquired to pay
their liabilities in full, appears to be overly restrictive. Very often. Islamic bankers
have utilized this argument to claim that the purpose of capital is to protect depositors
and creditors from the business risks inherent in any banking operation. If depositors
share in the risk. then less capital is needed to protect them. However, in practice,
although in some years the retum paid to invcstorc is lower than the interest in savrngs
and time deposits in traditional banks, in general, the mtes mirror each other quite
closely. Investors do not expect to share risks in the same way as the shareholdeB.
Indeed. it seems likely that some depositors would choose to withdraw their funds if
the retum did not meet their expectations.....thc rclatively short manrity of deposits
and investors' cxpectations of a higher than avemgc rcturn make Capital Intelligcncc
bclicve that Islamic banks should b€ rEquired to meet highsr levels of capitalization as
comparcd to their n6a-based peers."l7

It may be noted holvever that the Beikos (1997) provides little ernpirical
suppon for his assertions regarding expectations and behavior of the investsnent
account holder. Indeed, available empirical evidence is contnry to the author's belief
A number of empirical studies in various countries on buyer behavior for Islamic
bar*s, such as, Erol et alr8 (1990), Harcn et alre (1994), Kader (1993)20 have observed
that explicit interest rates, fixed price-related banking services play an insignificant
role in selecting an Islamic bank. The findings underscore wid€spread concems about
riba and importance ofthe religion factor in selecting a bank and certainly did not find
existence ofa trade-offbetweerl Islamic values and retums in the short-run.

Investment accounts of Islamic financial institutions operate in a maruler
similar to open-end or closed-end mutual funds depending upon whetler or not the
account holders have a right to withdnw. Mutual funds are, in general, clearly
categorized into growth-oriented and income-oriented ones. In case of a gro$,th-
oriented fund, the investor looks forward to capital appreciation and not recurring
income and the investnxents of the fund are predominantly in equity. In an income-
fund, however, the investor expects a stable stream of peiodic income and hence,
funds are predominantly invested in fixed-income securities. As far as the funds
mobilized under investment accounts are concerned, a rational Islamic investor should
not expect a stable income; unless of course, the.asset composition of the bank is
predominantly it murabaha or ijara-\rya-ildina. If the invesnnents are concentated in
long term avenues, then the investor should also have a long time horizon and should
look forward to retums in the form of capital apprecialion. There is merit in the

aryuneart that banks in such cases need not be under pressue to stabilize the periodic
disbursem€nts to account holders. The banks must however, in such case, declare the
Net Asset Value (NAV) of these funds at frequent intervals. This would enable the

investors to continuously monitor the performance of the fund using NAV. The level
of distributed income would automatically lose its significance as a performance

measure. The NAV measure would also ensure a fair deal to investon who would like
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to opt out. There is a need , therefore, of clarity and adequate disclosure about the
investment objective and a possible bift[cation of the investment accounts in lines
similar to growth or income-oriented funds. The problem therefore, relates to
introduction ofthe'tighf' financial producb and matching of assets with liablities and
should not be interpreted as absence of risk-absorption potential of investment
accounls-

It follows &om the above discussion that investment accounts fall somewhere
in between tier I capital and various sources of tier 2 capital as defined by the Basle
nonns. There is perhaps merit in the argument that minimum requirement of tier I
capital, that is owner's equity, should be lower than what is required for conyenlional
banks. since the latter do not have recourse to risk-absorbing capital in the form of
investsnent accounE.2r At the same time, The maximum permissible tier 2 capital (if
investnent accounts b€come part oftier 2 capital) need not be restricted to 100 percent

of tier I capital. The robustness of Islarnic banks follows largely from their heavy
recourse to raising resources through investment accounts,

As discussed earlier, capital to satisry the market risk requirements may also b€
in the nature of tier 3 capital. While tier 3 capital for conventional banks is
subordinated debt with a minimum original maturity of two years, the same is
nonexistent for Islamic banks. It may be noted that investment accounts of similar
maturity should have greater risk-absorption capacity. It should also be possible to
ensure that theso carry additional conditions regarding deferment of the servicing and

redernption (even at maturity) if such payment would cause the institution to fall
below is minimum capital rcquircment and that the same is not redeernable before
maturity without prior approval by the regulators. The contention that at present the
investment accounts of Islamic banks may lack the required features is trivial and the
innoduction of these features should not adversely alfect the resourc€ raising ability
of Islamic bank in any significanr manner. Therefore, there is no reason why the
Islamic barks would not add these feahres to their itrvestuent accounts if needed in
order to comply with the capilal adequacy norms.

C o nc lusion s and S ugge stio n s

What follows from the above discussion is that there is justifiably, a need to
modi$ the Basle norms for ensuring capital adequacy of Islamic banks. As Karim
(1996) notes, "The irrelevance ofthe Basle Aamewsr& to Islamic banks would put the
regulatory authorities in an unanviable situation. If thc whole banking sector is
"Islamized" then a major departure from the recommendations of the &arnework
would be required to make it compatible wirh the chardcleristics of Islamic baoks. This
would belittle one ofthe fundamental objectives ofthe framework which is to achieve

a high degree of consistency in its application to banks in differcnt countri€s-

Nevertheless it may be argued that, since Islamic banks- are diff€rent in nature, then

issues ofcompetitive neutrality are not strictly relevant.'i2
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The notion of "level playing field" irnplies eliminating discrimination and
inequity rather than maintaiaing uniformity. Unfortunately, many regulators use the
following arguments in favor of uniformity in the application of the norms: l. there are
numerous problems, particularly the difficulty of evaluating the assets of an Islamic
bank and assessing the capital adequacy of an institution engaging in essentially
capital uncertain transactions;2. there is the risk.of misleading and confusing the
general public with two sets of norms.23 It should be noted that the Basle regulatory
norms thernselves are an outcome of extensive debates and discussions. The norms
have essentially evolved over time. For example, the so-called uaiformity ensured by
standardized approach to market risk measurements are being found to be inferior to
the intemal models approach. The latter approach recogniz€s heterogeneity in banking
operations and the ability of each bank to mealiure its own risk exposure. Some
Islamic banks are already having a process of internal assessment of risks-in place and
are making special provisions for risk associated with ttreir investments.2a Of course,
there is need for greater sophistication in the assessment process.

In the light ofthe above discussion certain specific suggestions may be offered
regarding use of altemative methods of computing CAR for an Islamic bank.

Investment accounts haying longer maturity (with explicit longer investrnent

objectives of say, 7 years or more without redemption option prior to maturity) may be

Eeated as part of tier 2 capital with a definite case for relaxing the maximum limit on
such capital beyond 100 per cent of tier I capital (since these offer much greater

flexibility and risk absorption potential than the conventional tier 2 items). lnvestnent
accounts with medium term matudty (say, between 3-7 yea$) may be treated as tier 3
capital. Again in view of greater risk-absorption potential with such accounts, as

compared with conventional tier 3 capital, the upper limit on the use of such funds

may be relaxed. Altematively, the investmerl accounts may entirely be excluded from
capital with a simultaneous exclusion of the assets financed with these funds from

total assets with the bank. And perhaps in view of the "fiduciuy risk" associated with
investment accounts, a certain percentage of risk-weighted investment accounts-

financed assets (say 20Y) may be added to the denominator in order to make

allowance for this type ofrisk.

Notes and References

l. For complete details on these norms, r€fer to the Compendium of Documcnts

produced by the Basle Committee on Banking SuPervision- Specilically the following

documents provide a complete discussion of the norms: (l) lntemational Convergence of
Capiial Measurement and Capital Standards, April 1997; and (2) Amendment to th€ Capital

Accord to Incorporate Markei fusks, 1996.

2. The list of assets to be included in various risk categories. is not complete and is

supposcd to be indicalive ofthe nsture ofcategorization only.
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through granting pcrmissibility to sale of debt (of cours€ originating with sale of a physical

assct) at a discount to the nominal value of the debt. The rate of discount struchre in such

cas€s would be bardly distinguishable from the interest rate structue with the associated risk
factors for the bank.

lO. Again, the same is a controversial product whete the iara rate is rlot
p(edetermined, but linked to somc benchmark (often the interest mte or a proxy). Majority of
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institution's ponfolio of equities traded on the markets in each particular countr-y (thc

"country ponfolio"); and the portfolio is comprised of 15 or mo.e securities not concentrated

in any one markel sector.

12. See Rodney Wilson (1997), New Opportunities for Islamic lnv*tment, Paper

presetrted at the Gulf Economic Forum Fiflh Annual Conference held during April 7-9 '
Bahrain.
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following net currancy positions. Thesc opcn positions have been convcrted at spot mtes to
rupec. (+) signifies a long position and (-) signifies a short position.
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